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A quantitative evaluation is performed in which the imaging characteristics of a
self-
emitting thermal infrared scene simulation system are analyzed. The simulation system is
comprised of an energy source (an Argon laser), optics, a spatial lightmodulator for image
generation in the visible wavelength energy, and an transducer for conversion of the visible
wavelength energy image to a thermal IR image. After construction of the simulation
system, the performance of the simulation system and its components is analyzed by
measurement of : (1) theModulation Transfer Function, (2) the temporal response, (3) the
maximum thermal contrast, and (4) the Noise EquivalentDelta Temperature. Additionally,
an evaluation was made of the performance of the infrared imaging system used to view the
simulation system output imagesbymeasurement of itsModulation Transfer Function and
Noise Equivalent Delta Temperature. The optimum area of concentration for overall system
improvement has been identified for future developmental work.
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1.0 Introduction
Throughout existence we have used our senses to explore our environment. We have
obtained knowledge of the world around us by using our senses of touch, smell, taste,
hearing, and sight. The sense of sight gives rise to the ability to determine the shape, size,
color, and texture of objects and their relationship to each other without the use of the other
senses. Through the use of sight, we can determine these object attributes without
contacting the object, i.e., sight gives us the ability to remotely sense our environment.
The eye is optimized as a sensor of visible radiation. This optimization allows the eye
to perform its primary functions, which are the detection of reflectivity differences in
objects illuminated by 0.4 to 0.7 |im wavelength radiation and the recognition ofpatterns
formed by these reflectivity differences. While much knowledge can be acquired by
viewing object reflectances in the visible wavelengths, additional information about objects
can be gained through the use of electromagnetic energy outside the visible range.
Electromagnetic energy with wavelengths greater than those in the visible range hold
particular promise for providing new object information. This region, which extends
from wavelengths of 0.75 to 50 |im, is known as the infrared (IR) region and is
commonly divided into sub-regions, such as near IR, mid IR, far IR, etc. The thermal
IR region is most commonly defined as the range ofwavelengths from 8 to 14 |im, so
called because earth temperature objects emit electromagnetic radiation with wavelengths
in this region.
In order to obtain the unique object information that exists in the thermal IR region,
some means other than human visionmust be employed to acquire the thermal IR data.
Imaging systems have been developed that respond to thermal
IR wavelengths and
produce images that represent the two-dimensional spatial pattern of thermal IR energy
radiated from the objects of interest. These thermal IR imaging systems provide the basis
for information extraction from the thermal PR signatures radiated by all objects.
Many of these systems require testing during the development stage as well as
periodic calibration to ensure proper performance under adverse conditions thatmay be
encountered in normal operation. The work presented here describes a laboratory system
that can simulate real-world thermal IR scenes similar to those that these systems might be
required to image. The simulation system was constructed using an Ion laser energy
source, laser beam shaping optics, a spatial lightmodulator, and a visible-to-IR transducer
to produce the simulated thermal IR scene. Such a simulation system will facilitate the
testing of various thermal IR imaging systems since the scene parameters can easily be
altered, allowing assessment of the response of the thermal IR imaging system.
An analysis of the simulation system's performance parameters is presented to
quantify how well the thermal IR scenes are simulated andwhat type of
thermal IR
imaging systems might be evaluated using this simulation system. Included in this
analysis is ameasurement of the simulation system's spatial resolution (MTF), temporal
response, maximum thermal contrast, and radiometric
resolution (NEAT).
1.1 Thermal IR Imaging Theory
Thermal FR imaging systems extend man's vision beyond the visible wavelengths
into the infrared by making visible the energy naturally emitted by objects due to their
temperature . Thermal IR imaging systems must respond to the photons emitted by the
objects since the eye has no response t these photons which are outside the visible range













































































Figure 1-1 -Electromagnetic Spectrum. Adapted from Pinson (1985).
Specifically, thermal IR imaging systems must have a spectral response at
wavelengths where significant differences in temperature and reflectivity exist. This is
necessary to assure that the thermal radiation patterns of the scene can be converted to
contrast differences that are sufficient for visual interpretation of the converted scene.
Visual spectrum images are produced primarily by reflection and by reflectivity differences
whereas thermal IR images are produced primarily by self-emission, emissivity
differences and, to a lesser extent, reflected thermal IR energy.
1.2 Thermal IR Source Characteristics
Every object whose temperature is above absolute zero emits thermal IR radiation.
Thermal IR radiation at terrestrial temperatures consists of self-emitted radiation from
vibrational and rotational quantum energy level transitions in molecules, and secondarily
from reflection of radiation from other sources . The fundamental equation in thermal IR
radiation is the Planck Blackbody Radiation Law which describes the spectral distribution
of the radiation from a blackbody as
Mx = (1-D
(XXe^^-l)
whereM^ = the spectral radiant emittance,
Cj = the first radiation constant
= lithe2,
C2 = the second radiation constant
= chlk,




h = Planck's Constant = 6.626 x
IO"34 joule seconds, and
k = Boltzmann's Constant = 1.38 x
10-23 joule / Kelvin
T = blackbody temperature in degrees Kelvin.
Integrating Planck's Law over wavelength limits which extend from zero to infinity
gives an expression for the radiant emittance, that is, the flux per cm
2
radiated into a
hemisphere above a blackbody. This expression is known as the Stefan-Boltzmann Law




T = (fT (1-2)
I5c2h
whereM = the radiant emittance inW cm"2, and




Differentiating Planck's Law with respect towavelength and solving for the




= the wavelength ofmaximum spectral radiant emittance,
A = 2898 p:m-K,
T = the temperature of the object in Kelvin.
Figure 1-2 shows the spectral distribution for objects of various temperatures.
Notice that as the object temperature increases, the wavelength of themaximum spectral
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Figure 1-2 - Spectral distribution ofvarious temperature blackbodies. Adapted from
Lillesand (1987).
The earth's average ambient temperature for soil, water, and vegetation is about 300
K. FromWien's Displacement Law, the maximum spectral radiant emittance from earth
features occurs at a wavelength of approximately 9.7 (im. Man-made objects can have
temperatures well above earth ambient, some as much as 100K ormore. The maximum
spectral radiant emittance for such objects occurs at wavelengths less than that for earth
ambient objects.
The above equations describe thermal IR radiation from a blackbody, that is, a body
that absorbs all of the incident radiant energy falling upon it. As a consequence, it must
also be a perfect radiator of thermal IR energy. A blackbody provides a standard of
comparison for other radiation sources. A factor is normally inserted into these equations
to describe sources (objects) other than blackbodies. This factor, called emissivity, is the
ratio of the radiant emittance
M'




Emissivity has a numeric value that lies between the limits of zero for a nonradiating
source and unity for a perfect blackbody. Emissivity is a function of the type of material
and its surface finish and can vary with wavelength and the temperature of thematerial.
Objects that can be described by an emissivity are called graybodies.
1.3 Thermal IR Imaging Systems
All thermal IR imaging system must convert radiation in the thermal IR region to
visible radiation for interpretation. As humans, our eye-brain visual system allows us to
view objects spectrally in what we call "color". This
"color"
is the result of the response
of the human visual system to different wavelengths of electromagnetic energy. The
primary colors of red, green, and blue correspond to wavelengths of roughly 620, 550,
and 480 nm respectively, well outside the region of thermal IR energy. Since there is no
color associated with thermal IR wavelengths, these thermal IR images are typically
converted to a monochrome representations of the thermal ER energy patterns. The
intensity of the thermal IR energy is normally converted so that hot objects, which emit
more energy, appear bright or white in the converted image and cold objects appear dark,
or black. Objects with temperatures between these extremes appear as various grey tones.
(There are exceptions to this, such as color coded images where certain temperatures are
assigned certain colors for increased interpretability, but they are outside the scope of this
work and will not be discussed.) For use in digital computers, the thermal IR scene will
be quantized into typically 128 or 256 grey levels, depending on the system and
application. These grey levels are commonly referred to as digital counts (DC) and, for
this work, digital counts of 0 and 255 will indicate the coldest and warmest part of the
thermal FR image respectively. Figure 1-3 shows a typicalmonochrome thermal IR
image.
Figure 1-3 Typical thermal IR image.
The capabilities of thermal LR imaging systems are usually described in terms of
scene temperatures rather than in radiometric terms. The contributions
of scene
temperature, reflectivity, and emissivity can be
represented at any point in the scene by a
single effective temperature. This is the temperature that would
produce the measured
irradiance at that point if it were an ideal blackbody radiator. The irradiance measured
through an attenuating atmospheremay
be thought of as being produced by an apparent
temperature which is less than the effective temperature. The variations in the effective
temperature of a scene tend to correspond to the details in the visual scene so that the
thermal FR imaging system provides a visible analog of the thermal IR scene.
The most basic form of a thermal imaging system is the thermal radiometer. Strictly
speaking, this is a non-imaging device which measures the radiant temperature of objects
within its field of view. However, its principle of operation is fundamental to true thermal
IR imaging systems. The instrument's collecting optics spectrally and spatially filter and
focus the thermal ER energy radiated from a source element onto a detector. The detector
serves to transform the thermal IR energy into electrical signals proportional to the thermal
IR energy.
Figure 1-4 shows a simple schematic of a thermal IR scanner, one of the most
common thermal ER imaging systems.












Figure 1-4 - Schematic of a simple thermal IR scanner.
Adapted fromLloyd (1975).
Whereas thermal radiometers are non-imaging sensors generating one-dimensional profiles
of radiant temperature data, thermal IR scanners create images by producing a
two-
dimensional record of the infrared radiation from a scene. This image is generated by
sampling the scene radiance at discrete portions of the scene (pixels). This is accomplished
by interposing an opto-mechanical scanner between the optical system and detector of the
thermal radiometer. This scanner consists of a set of scanning mirrors, one sweeping
vertically and the other horizontally, imaging optics, and a single detectorwith associated
signal processing electronics.
Figure 1-5 shows a simple schematic of another common type of thermal imaging
system,the focal-plane array. This imaging system employs a 2-D array of detectors











Figure 1-5 Schematic of a simple focal-plane array thermal PR imaging system.
Focal-plane array imaging systems do not use mirrors to scan the detector across the
image and, therefore, offer the advantage of being a somewhatmore rugged device for field
10
applications. This advantage may be offset by the cost of the detector array and of the
electronics associated with such focal plane array systems. However, many targeting and
reconnaissance applications employ focal plane array imaging systems.
Thermal PR imaging systems are superior in performance to other types of passive
electro-optical imaging devices when the primary performance consideration is operability
at any time of day or night.. This superiority is due to the high contrast such systems
achieve and, as Figure 1-6 shows, the good atmospheric transmission windows which are
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Figure 1-6 Transmittance of the atmosphere and absorbing molecule
in the atmosphere as a function of wavelength. Adapted fromHudson (1969).
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The term FLIR, the acronym for Forward Looking Infrared, generally denotes an IR
imaging system which operates on the same basic principles as a tine scanning system.
However, the mirror for the system points forward and optically sweeps the field-of-view
of the thermal detector(s) across the scene of interest. Themajor applications for FLERs
have in the past been limited primarily tomilitary and intelligence purposes. Their
functions include target acquisition, fire control, aerial navigation, surveillance, and
intelligence gathering. However, non-military applications of thermal PR imaging are
becoming more common. They include thermal pollution surveys, breast cancer detection
and other medical diagnoses, forest fire prevention, air-sea rescue, manufacturing quality
control, detection of fissures in coalmines, preventive maintenance inspections of electrical
power equipment, earth resources surveys, aircraft landing aids, crime prevention, and
smoke-penetration aids for fire fighters (Burnay, et al. 1988).
1.4 Thermal IR Simulation
All thermal ER imaging systems must be tested during development to ensure that the
desired performance is realized in the final product. Field testing of these imaging systems
is often a costly approach when all of the possible scenarios thatmight be required for full
system testing are considered. The output of the detector portion of the imaging system
may be simulated so that, from that point on, system performance can be
verified in the
laboratory under controlled conditions. Not so easily simulated is the actual thermal IR
scene that the system is required to image. This simulation is essential in order to verify the
overall end-to-end performance of the thermal PR imaging system. Many of the systems
described above are required to perform under less than ideal conditions, producing images
while viewing scenes through atmospheres containing a wide variety
of obscurants.
The use of self-emitting thermal ER scene simulators in the evaluation of thermal ER
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imaging systems is well established (Pritchard, 1988). For the majority of applications, the
simulation system mustmeet the following requirements:
1. The spatial resolution of the simulated scene must be at least as high as the
imaging sensor under test, preferably higher by a factor of two to ten.
2. The simulated scene must be dynamic for real-time applications. The settling
time (the time required for the simulated scene to setde to within one gray level) must
be within the framing time of the imaging system being tested.
3. The simulated scene must produce the range of radiances (apparent temperatures)
of the real world scene being simulated. Generally, a large temperature range will
cost in terms of the other performance parameters.
4. The simulated scene must simulate andmaintain the radiance of each pixel
modeled, i.e. have the proper radiometric resolution.
Numerous approaches to self-emitting thermal ER scene simulation have been
explored. Details of the simulation systems are often Company-proprietary, but some of
the concepts have been reported (Barnett, 1987):
A. Infrared Cathode Ray Tube
- A CRT that radiates thermal IR energy when hit by
an electron beam, much like the operation of a television, has been reported by
Rusche (1987). This device is able to change the scene rapidly, but is limited in the
magnitude of thermal IR energy output. Also, the output wavelength of the thermal
IR energy is discrete rather than broadband.
B. Scale Model withHeatLamp - Scale models of targets and backgrounds
irradiated with a heat lamp to simulate solar heating have been used to simulate
real-
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world thermal ER scenes (Barnett, 1987). Thermal properties ofmaterials tend not to
scale well and simulating the dynamic convection, conduction, and radiation heat
transfer processes is generally too much to ask of a scale model.
C. Array ofMiniatureHeating Coils - Systems have been built which employ a
large number of tiny heating elements, each individually controlled (Tsdaka, 1983
and Schildkraut, 1987). These devices have large size, power, and cooling
requirements. There is a good deal of lateral heat transfer, and the thermal response
to a changing scene is very slow.
D. Bly Cell The Bly Cell is a visible-to-ER transducer consisting of a very thin,
blackened membrane housed in an evacuated cell (Bly, 1980). A visible image is
projected onto one side of the membrane through a visible window. The membrane
heats more where the light is more intense, and radiates a corresponding thermal IR
image through an infrared-transmittingwindow on the opposite side of the cell.
The'
limiting factor of the cell is its somewhat limited temperature range
E. Thermo-Electric ElementArray - A solid-state version of the heating coil array
system, sometimes referred to as Electrically Heated Pixels, has been reported by
Pritchard (1988), Daehler (1987), and Burriesci (1987). Resistor elements are
etched from amonolithic silicon substrate and are heated above ambient temperature
by passing an electric current through each element. Power requirements and heat
dissipation present substantial problems since the array consists of thousands of
elements.
F. InfraredModulator - A variety of techniques formodulating the radiation from an
extended blackbody source have been investigated. One such method using the
Infrared Liquid Crystal LightValve is representative of this approach (Efron, 1985).
This technique spatially modulates the thermal ER energy through the use of a liquid
14
crystal light valve. The system has a slow response time, a somewhat limited
dynamic range and the liquid crystal light valve is presently very expensive.
These approaches can be separated into three categories of self-emitting simulators;
those that emit thermal ER radiation, those thatmodulate visible radiation before converting
it to thermal PR radiation, and those thatmodulate thermal ER radiation. In general,
emission displays can be very accurate but suffer from restricted temperature range and
poor power efficiency. Modulated displays can produce awide temperature range at the
expense of accuracy. Various combinations of features from these approaches have been
tried with limited success, such as Halftone Reflective Images (Baer, 1988), the
SCANAGON scene projector (Woltz, 1988), a video projector with the Bly Cell (Lee,
1988), a Laser/Scanner/VO-Modulator (Lujan, 1988), a Laser/Color Temperature
Simulator (Park, 1988), Infrared Transparencies (Ghilai, 1987), and a Thermal Screen
(Purdy, 1976). At the present time, all fall short of satisfying all of the above stated
requirements by varying amounts.
Batishko (1988) described a simulation system that employed a visible tight source, a
spatial light modulator, and a visible-to-ER transducer to create a self-emitting thermal ER
scene. The work presented here is modeled on that system but has been modified to
include an improved spatial lightmodulator and a Bly Cell in place of a graphite foil
visible-to-ER transducer. The design of this system is reviewed in the next section. It is
expected that the proposed thermal ER simulation system will meet the spatial resolution and
dynamic scene requirements mentioned above through the use of the spatial light
modulator. Also, such a system shouldmeet the range of radiances required for simulation
of earth object scenes through the use of the Ion laser energy source and the Bly Cell.
Finally, it is expected that the simulation system will simulate andmaintain the proper
radiometric resolution for the testing ofmany of today's thermal IR sensors.
15
2.0 Thermal IR Self-Emitting Simulation System Design
The thermal ER simulation system proposed for study uses a visible light source and a
spatial lightmodulator to create a visible version of the thermal ER scene. This visible
scene is converted to a self-emitting thermal ER scene through the use of a visible-to-ER
transducer (VIRT). The arrangement of the various components for this simulation system







Figure 2-1 - Block diagram of the thermal IR simulation system.
By creating the simulated scene in visible wavelengths, common optical elements can
be used keeping the cost of the simulation system lower than if beam expansion and spatial
modulation were performed in the thermal IR wavelengths. Also, component and system
alignment is much easier with the energy beam being visible to the eye.
Each component can be thought of as a subsystem whose performance must be
maximized to ensure overall system success. With the exception of the energy source, each
subsystem requires input from and outputs to another subsystem. Therefore the design of
16
each subsystem is a function of the requirements and performance of the other subsystems.
While much of the initial design work startedwith the desired final output thermal PR image
andmoved backwards through the system to determine the design parameters of each
subsystem component, the simulation system will be described from source to output, just
as the energy is transferred through the system.
2.1 Energy Source
The energy for the thermal ER simulation system was supplied by a nominal 5-watt
Argon Ion laser whose output energy is in the blue-green region of the visible spectrum
(454 nm to 5 14.5 nm). The power output required from the laser is a function of the
subsystem component efficiencies. The laser provides the necessary energy in a collimated
beam approximately 1.5 mm in diameterwhich has a gaussian intensity profile. The laser
cavity tube contains glass windows inclined at Brewster's Angle, that is, the angle at which
the incident beams reflection is zero for lightwhose electric-field vector ties in the plane of
incidence. These windows are used to increase the transmission of energy from the laser
cavity tube (less internal reflection) and results in the output beam being linearly plane
polarized with the electric-field vector vertical. This polarization is a necessary feature in
the operation of the simulation system as will be discussed later in this section.
The laser system is conductively water cooled, providing a stable high energy source
with which to begin the simulation process. The laser system provides two modes of
regulation for the output, light regulation and tube current regulation. For this application,
the system was operated in light regulation which provides a stable light output regulated to
0.2% (Coherent, 1988). The output power from the laser is a function of the wavelength
of light selected. The laser system was operated in the multiline mode producing a
measured output of continuous power in excess of 7Watts. AppendixA lists the
specifications for the laser system.
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2.2 Optics
The small beam from the lasermust be expanded in diameter for use in the simulation
system. A simple beam expander (Galilean telescope) expands the diameter from 1.5 mm
to approximately 50 mm (measured at the
1/e2
points of the beam profile). This method
eliminates the possibility of creating ozone due to air breakdown at the focus of the laser
beam, as might occur with the Keplerian method of beam expansion. Because the beam is
not brought to a focus, no spatial filtering of the laser beam is possible. This results in a
minor amount of noise in the laser energy source but is not detrimental to the performance
of the simulation system. Appendix B lists the optical elements used and illustrates the
Galileanmethod of beam expansion.
2.3 Spatial Light Modulator
The expanded energy beammust be spatiallymodulated to create the visible version
of the thermal ER image. This is accomplished through the use of a spatial tightmodulator
(SLM). This spatialmodulation is similar to that of a photographic slide in a slide
projection system which creates a visible image by the selective spatial transmission of light
to the projection screen. The SLM used in the simulation system is a modified liquid
crystal television (Tai, 1986 and Boreman, 1988). This device has been successfully used
as a spatial lightmodulator for optical pattern recognition (Yu, et al, 1987 and Gregory,
1986), real-time optical signal processing (Hughes, 1987; Yu, et al, 1986; Young, 1986
and Liu, 1985), and in speckle metrology (Bates, 1988). Specifications for the specific
LCTV selected for this work are contained in Appendix C.
When used as a television receiver, theLCTV uses a small fluorescent lamp as a light
source for image generation. The light from this source passes through a plastic polarizer
which transmits linearily polarized light. The polarized light passes through the liquid
18
crystal array which is composed of 240 horizontal rows of picture elements (pixels) with
each row containing 384 pixels for a total of 92,160 pixels. Each pixel can be thought of
as a single liquid crystal cell. A voltage can be applied across each cell to control the liquid
crystal twisted nematic effect. When there is no voltage across the cell, the plane of the
polarized light is rotated by 90 degrees by the liquid crystal. After exiting the array, this
polarized light passes through another plastic polarizer whose plane of polarization is
rotated 90 degrees to the input polarizer, allowing the light to pass through. This is the








Figure 2-2 Action of liquid crystal cell rotating the plane of polarization of
an incident beam of polarized light. Adapted fromMagnavox (1989).
As the voltage across the cell is increased, the amount of rotation due to the twisted nematic
effect will decrease, resulting in less light being transmitted through the cell until the point
is reached where no rotation occurs in the cell. This is the point ofminimum transmission
for the liquid crystal array. This rotation of the polarization plane is shown in Figure 2-2.
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To use the LCTV as a Spatial LightModulator in the simulation system, the
self-
contained light source behind the liquid crystal array was removed to allow the expanded
laser beam to pass through the array. The low-quality plastic polarizers were also removed
from both sides of the liquid crystal array. A high-quality dichroic polymer polarizer was
placed on the output side of the LCTV. The input side does not require the use of a
polarizer as the beam from the laser is already linearly plane polarized due to the Brewster
windows mentioned in Section 2.1. The LCTV creates the visible image by transmitting
the expanded laser beam in image areas that are to be light and not transmitting beam energy






Figure 2-3 Liquid crystal television used as spatial lightmodulator.
Because it was designed as a liquid crystal television, the SLM accepts video signals
as input and therefore allows dynamic input to the simulation system. The input images are
not standard visible scene images since there is no correlation between visible images and
thermal ER images. An object that appears white in the visible wavelengths may ormay not
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be thermally white (or hot) and, therefore, would not be the proper input to the simulation
system. Such input scenes must be synthetically created from thermal models that account
for the temperature, emissivity, and reflectivity of objects in the thermal ER (Warnick, et
al, 1990). The generation of these synthetic scenes for input to the simulation system is
outside the scope of this work.
2.4 Visible-to-IR Transducer
The spatially modulated energy from the SLMmust be converted from visible
wavelengths (0.4 to 0.7 |im) to thermal IR wavelengths (8 to 14 [im). This is
accomplished through a visible-to-ER transducer (VERT). Such a device has been
previously used (Bly, 1980) and is commercially available (Eppley Labs, 1980). The
transducer is comprised of a very thin (500 A) membrane enclosed in an evacuated cell as
shown in Figure 2-4 below. The membrane is coated on one side with an absorbing film
(gold black) to achieve high absorption in the visible wavelengths and high emissivity in
the thermal ER wavelengths (Harris, 1948). The visible image is projected onto one side of
themembrane where it is absorbed and converted to localized heat. Because the heat
capacity of themembrane is very low, the surface quickly achieves a stable temperature.
With the membrane in vacuum, the primary method of heat transfer is radiation from both
the front and back surfaces of the membrane. The vacuum cell has windows on opposite
sides of the membrane. One window transmits the visible energy to the membrane while
the other transmits the thermal ER energy given off by the membrane. Bright points in the
visible image become hotter than dark points so that the membrane radiates thermal IR










Figure 2-4 VIRT Construction Details. Adapted from Eppley.
2.5 Viewing System
To view the simulated thermal ER scene, a thermal IR imaging system must be
employed. For this work, an InframetricsModel 600 Imaging Radiometer was used,
providing a real-time video output of the simulated thermal IR image. This system was
coupled to a PC-based image processing system developed byWerner Frei Associates,
using their Imlab software. This image processing system allows the output image from
the Inframetrics to be digitized and stored for later analysis. In addition to viewing the
simulated image output from the simulation system, the image processing system can also
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input static video images into the SLM. A video time-base corrector (TBC) was used as a
video frame grabber to hold and continuously display the video image input to the SLM
while the image processing system viewed the simulation system output for that input.
Specification for the Inframetrics /Werner Frei viewing system are listed in Appendix E.
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3.0 Experimental Methods
The performance of the simulation system was quantified through an evaluation of its
output thermal PR images. These images were evaluated with respect to the performance
parameters described in Section 1.4, i.e., spatial resolution, temporal response, maximum
thermal contrast, and radiometric resolution. Experimental methods were developed for the
measurement of each parameter as it relates to each component and to the complete
simulation system. Detailed descriptions of these methods are presented in this section
while the results will be presented in the following section.
3.1 System Setup and Alignment
The first step towards creating a credible thermal ER scene in the laboratory is the
proper construction of the simulation system. The system was constructed on a two meter
triangular optical bench as described in the previous section. All components were
mounted onmovable carriers to facilitate alignment and proper component positioning,
both ofwhich are critical for optimal simulation system performance. Figure 3-1 illustrates
the individual components mounted on the triangular bench.
A systematic procedure was developed to align the system components during the
initial construction and to verify system alignment before
each operation of the simulation
system. During system operation, periodic component
alignment checks were made to
ensure optimal performance of the simulation system
and accuracy in the performance
measurements. Included in the setup procedure is the
evacuation of the "VTRT cell to the
proper pressure level to ensure maximum efficiency in the
conversion of the visible light
image to a thermal ER image. By using a diffusion vacuum pumping system,
the VERT cell
was evacuated to a pressure of approximately
IO'5
torr, well within the acceptable range for
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operation (Eppley Labs, 1980). The VERT cell can hold this vacuum for approximately 12









Figure 3-1 - Simulation system components on triangular optical bench.
3.2 Preliminary Calibration Measurements
Before the performance parameters of the simulation system could be quantified,
several preliminary measurements were necessary to assist in determining system and
component performance. TheWerner Frei Imlab software package provides adjustment of
gain and offset for digitizing the output image from the Inframetrics ER camera, thus
allowing adjustments in the range of digital counts (DC) to which image is quantized. To
determine the proper values of gain and offset, a 10-step grey scale image (which is output
by the Inframetrics PR camera) was used. Once digitized, theDC range for this grey scale
image was examined and adjustments were made to the gain and offset so that the minimum
andmaximum values as well as the uniformity of grey scale steps were proper, thus
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ensuring the proper quantization of the
Inframetrics'
output images. These values of gain
and offset were recorded and verified for each operation of the simulation system.
In order to quantify the performance of the simulation system, the output
temperatures of the simulated thermal ER scene must be measured. Since the output from
the Inframetrics /Werner Frei viewing system is a 2-D array of digital counts (DC) which
represents the sampled radiance values of the thermal ER image, a conversion factor from
DC to temperature must be established. For real-world scenes, the radiance sampled by a
sensor is a function of object temperature, emissivity, and reflected background thermal ER
energy. Object emissivity (reflectivity) varies with material type within this real-world
scene, making conversion of image DC to object temperature quite difficult. However, the
simulation system has a constant emissivity since the thermal ER image is generated on the
membrane of the VERT. All radiance contrasts observed in the output image are due to
temperature differences. Since only a single object emissivity value is involved in the
simulated image, a conversion ofDC to temperature is possible.
To determine the DC-to-temperature conversion factor for the Inframetrics /Werner
Frei viewing system, a blackbody source of known uniform emissivity and controllable
temperature was employed. It should be noted that a blackbody, by definition, has an
emissivity of 1.0. (The blackbody source used in this work has an emissivity of 0.986
over the wavelength region of 8 to 12 |immaking it, technically, a greybody. However,
the term blackbody is commonly applied to such a source with uniform emissivity over the
spectral region since it emits a constant fraction of the radiance emitted by a true
blackbody.) By imaging the blackbody at various temperatures with the Inframetrics /
Werner Frei viewing system andmeasuring
theDC of the resulting output image of the
uniform blackbody surface, a plot ofEffective Temperature versus DC
was generated. The
effective temperature is the temperature of the blackbody multiplied by it's emissivity and,
as stated in Section 1.3, is the temperature that the blackbody appears to be as seen by the
Inframetrics /Werner Frei viewing system. A regression analysis
was performed on the
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DC versus temperature data to yield the slope and intercept of the regression line, thus
providing the equation for conversion ofDC to effective temperature for the Inframetrics /





C, both of which were used on all measurements of the
simulation system and components. Any change in the temperature range of the
Inframetrics ER camera would result in a change in theDC-to-temperature conversion
factor. Section 4. 1 contains the results of the preliminary calibrationmeasurements.
3.3 Optical Transfer Function Theory
The Optical Transfer Function (OTF) is used extensively to characterize the
performance of imaging systems. The OTF specifies the relative attenuation of the spatial
frequency components of the object in the resulting image produced by the imaging system.
The use of the OTF in performance evaluation of imaging systems began in 1935 with a
series ofpapers published by P.MDuffieux (Williams and Becklund, 1989). By the late
1940s, Schade (1948) began using Fourier analysis techniques to expand the OTF concept
to analysis of the image quality of television systems. During the 1960s, the Fast Fourier
Transform was developed by Cooley and Tukey (1965) thus making OTF calculations
significantly easier and thus expanded its use. Through the 1970s and 80s, the OTF
approach received wide acceptance and is considered essential in imaging system
performance evaluation.
In the analysis of optical imaging systems, point sources are frequently considered as
objects, examining what effects the imaging system has on the
formation of the image of
the point source object. For such an analysis, all real-world objects can be considered as a
collection of infinitesimally small point sources, making them (1) easy
to visualize and (2)
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convenient formathematical analysis. These small point sources are commonly referred to
as impulse or delta functions (Gaskill, 1978) and are mathematically expressed as
S(x,y) = Um -L-Gaus(| ,
2. ) (3.1}
The image of a point source can never be as precise as the point source itself due to the
scattering of the point source energy as it passes through the imaging system. This
scattering is a function ofmany factors such as the diffraction, aberration, and defocusing
effects found in the imaging system components. The mathematical expression of the
distribution of the energy in the image of a point source is known as the Point Spread
Function (psf).
For an imaging system that is both linear and shift-invariant, the output image is equal





* indicates the convolution process. This process can be expressed mathematically
as
oo
i(x,y) = \\ox,p) psf(x-a,y-P)dadP (3-3)
-oo
where o(a,P) is the object,
i(x,y) is the image of the object, and
psf(x-a,y-P) is the shifted point spread function




Figure 3-2 Simple imaging system response to a point source.
The convolution process is carried out in the spatial domain and can mathematically
intensive. The process can be recast by transforming to the frequency domain via the
Fourier transform, which is expressed mathematically as
F<Z,V) = \\f(x,y) ei2n(^+ny) dxdy (3-4)
where F(t;,r\) is the function in the frequency domain, and
f(x,y) is the function in the spatial domain.
By transforming the object and point spread function to the frequency domain, the
convolution process can be replacedwith a straight forwardmultiplication process, or
I(iV) = 0(^,7]) PSF&ri) (3-5)
The result, I(Prj), must be transformed back to the spatial domain to yield the visible
image i(x,y).
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PSF(,r|), the Fourier transform of the point spread function, is also known as the
Optical Transfer Function (OTF) of the imaging system. Once thepsf'of the imaging
system is determined, the OTF of the system can be determined by Fourier transformation
of the psf.




where MTF(^,r\) is the modulation transfer function and
PTF(^,T}) is the phase transfer function.
The mathematical form ofEquation (3-6) indicates that theMTF is the absolute value
(modulus) of the OTF and the PTF gives the phase shift of the OTF. In terms of the
image, theMTF describes the contrast of the image. The PTF tells how much detail at each
spatial frequency is shifted in position on the image plane relative to the detail on the object
plane. Generally, it is common practice to report only theMTF (magnitude of the OTF).
Most MTF curves exhibit significant attenuation of the high-frequency components so that
any distortion caused by a shift in phase is muted. The combined effect of a small value of
theMTF and the reduced actual shift (due to short wavelengths at these frequencies)
renders the PTF characteristic unimportant for most applications.
As already stated, thepsfis the 2-dimensional
mathematical expression of the image
of an ideal point source (delta function). Similarly, the Line Spread Function (Isf) is the
1 -dimensional mathematical expression of the image of a line source. This line source is
defined as a point source in one direction and a constant source in the perpendicular
direction. The Isf can be thought of as a 1 -dimensional^/perpendicular to the constant
direction of the line source. Because the Isf is one dimensional and easier to work with,
it is usually preferred over thepsf'in imaging systems
analysis.
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One way to obtain the Isf of an imaging system is to use an edge produced by the
imaging system. Close examination of the image of a perfect edge produced by an imaging
system shows that the transition from dark to light is not abrupt but occurs gradually. This
result is due to the same diffraction, aberration, and defocusing mentioned earlier. When
this transition is plotted along a path perpendicular to the edge, an edge trace e(x) is
produced.




The Fourier transform of the Isfyields one central line of the OTF, whose modulus is the
MTF of the system producing the edge image.
TheMTF of an imaging system is the product of theMTFs of the system
components. For a photographic imaging system, the optical elements and the filmMTFs




= MTFSLM X MTFPolarizer X MTFviRT
However, theMTF of the polarizer is assumed to be 1 for the spatial frequencies passed by
the other components, leaving only theMTF's of the SLM and VIRT to determine theMTF
of the simulation system. The laser source and the optics do not affect theMTF of the
simulation system as they are located ahead of the image forming components, the SLM
and the VIRT. However, theMTF of the viewing system (the Inframetrics/Wemer Frei) is
used to determine theMTF of the simulation system and must be considered as it acts tike
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3.4 MTF Measurement Methodology
TheMTF of an imaging system can be determined experimentally by deriving an edge
trace e(x) from an image of a high contrast edge produced by the imaging system (Scott,
Scott, and Shack, 1963). As stated in the previous section, the derivative of this edge trace
is the Isfand the Fourier Transform of the
/.j/-
yields the OTF, whose modulus is theMTF
of the system or component being examined. Implicit in this is the assumption that the
imaging system is both linear and shift invariant. If shift invariance is not valid, theMTF
derived from the image of a point source will depend on object location. For a sampled
(digitized) image whose sampling area is larger than the thepsfof the imaging system, the
assumption of shift invariance is not valid (Park, et dl., 1984).
The Inframetrics /Werner Frei viewing system is a sampling imaging system and the
question of shift invariance must be considered. It should be recognized that this viewing
system not only samples the output thermal ER scene but also resamples the
sampled image
twice. For example, the Inframetrics camera produces 175 horizontal samples per line of
output image. These samples are resampled to 256 pixels for output as the video signal.
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TheWerner Frei software resamples the video signal to 499 pixels in its digitization
process. This double resampling will also affect the shift invariance assumption of the
viewing system.
In order to establish whether the Inframetrics /Werner Frei viewing system is shift
invariant, the sampling/double resampling process was modeled on a computer and
numerousMTF calculations were performed on simulated edge trace data that were moved
incrementally across the image. The MTFs produced at the various edge locations would
be significantly different it the system was shift variant. It was found that theMTFs varied
by less than 2% at the half power point (MTF = 0.5) as the simulated edge was moved
across the image. Therefore, the Inframetrics /Werner Frei viewing system is assumed to
be approximately to be shift invariant and the sampled edge trace analysis a valid method of
determining theMTF of the simulation system and its components. Appendix F gives
further details of and results from the computermodeling of the Inframetrics /Werner Frei
viewing system.
Several numerical methods exist to calculate theMTF directly from the edge trace.
The method used for this research was developed by Tatian(1965) and expresses the MTF
as a trigonometric series whose coefficients are proportional to the sampled values of the
edge trace. This method is particularly appropriate for this work due to the digitally
sampled output from the Inframetrics/Werner Frei viewing system. Appendix G outlines
Tatian's method for computing theMTF from a sampled edge trace. A
computer algorithm
was developed to extract the edge trace data from an image and compute the imageMTF
based on Tatian's method. This algorithm, listed in Appendix H, was verified on
simulated edge images degraded by a known MTF. The results of this verification are
contained in Section 4. 1 . This algorithmwas used to quantify theMTF of the Inframetrics
/Werner Frei viewing system, the simulation system and its
components.
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3.4.1 Inframetrics / Werner Frei Viewing System
In order to measure theMTF of the simulation system and its components, theMTF
of the InframetricsAVemer Frei System must first be established. Thermal ER edge images
were produced in horizontal and vertical directions using a blackbody bar target as shown









Figure 3-3 Test arrangement for determining theMTF of
the Inframetrics /Werner Frei viewing system.
The temperature of the blackbody was adjusted to give significant contrast to the edge
image. The Inframetrics /Werner Frei System viewing system produces an image using a
singleHgCdTe detector scanned in the horizontal and vertical directions with different
mirrors and sampling/resampling rates for each direction (see Appendix E). Therefore, the
MTF of this imaging system will be different in the horizontal and vertical directions.
The output edge images were input to theMTF calculation algorithm and the resulting




To measure theMTF of the simulation system, images of high-contrast horizontal and







Figure 3-4 Test arrangement for determining theMTF of
the simulation system.
The size and spacing of the SLM pixels is different in the horizontal and vertical directions
and, consequently, theMTF of the simulation system will also be different in the two
directions. The resulting thermal edge produced by the the simulation system was imaged
using the Inframetrics /Werner Frei viewing system and the observedMTF of the
simulation system was calculated using the methodology previously described. Once the
observedMTF is calculated for these data, theMTF of the Inframetrics /Werner Frei




Measurement of theMTF of the VERTwas accomplished by replacing the SLM of the
simulation system with a small metal baffle to create an edge image on the surface of the
















Figure 3-5 Test arrangement formeasurement of theMTF of the VERT.
The resulting thermal ER edge produced by the VERT was imaged by
the Inframetrics /
Werner Frei viewing system and the digitally sampled data
were used to compute the
observedMTF of the VERT. Again, the effect of theMTF of the Inframetrics /Werner Frei
viewing systemmust be eliminated







3.5 Temporal Response Measurement Methodology
The temporal response of the simulation system was measured to establish if such a
system could be used for real-time (z'.e.video rate) applications. The components of the
simulation system that affect the system temporal response are the VERT and the SLM.
Methods were developed to measure the temporal response of each of these two
components.
3.5.1 SLM
The SLM is the first component in the simulation system that affects the overall
simulation system temporal response. To determine the time constant of the SLM, the
transmission through the liquid crystal arraymust be quickly changed fromminimum to
maximum and the resulting temporal transition of the SLM transmission recorded.
Theoretically, the fastest change can only occur when the input to the SLM is changed from
black to white in one video frame (1/30 second). However, the twisted nematic effect of
the liquid crystals in the SLM is not instantaneous which can cause the transition from
maximum tominimum transmission to takemore time than the theoretical value.
TheWerner Frei software package allows the loading of one video frame image into
memory while displaying another video frame image from the image buffer. The output
can be toggled between these to images within one video frame. By using the arrangement
shown in Figure 3-6 and loading a totally white image (DC
= 255) into memory and a
totally back image (DC
= 0) into the image buffer, the time constant of the SLM could be
determined.
The transmission of the SLM is measured using a silicon cell whose output versus
time is plotted to yield the transmission response of the SLM to the toggled input. It should
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be noted that the temporal response of the silicon cell must be an order ofmagnitude faster









Figure 3-6 - Arrangement to measure the SLM time constant.
3.5.2 VIRT
The temporal response of the VERT can be observed when a visible light pulse is
focused onto the input window of the VERT. Such a pulse is shown in Figure 3-7 below.
In this ideal representation, the pulse instantly changes from off to on to off. In practice,
this transition time is finite and should be at least one order ofmagnitude smaller than the
expected output response time constant of the VERT. Due to the finite heat capacity of the
VERTmembrane, the thermal output cannot respond instantaneously to the pulse energy
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Figure 3-8 VIRT theoretical thermal ER output response to stepped input.
The temporal response is defined by the time constant, x, which is the time required
for the waveform to rise to the 1/e point of the waveform, or approximately to 62% of its
maximum value. The test setup used to determine the thermal time constant of the VIRT is











Figure 3-9 - Test arrangement formeasurement of the VIRT temporal response.
The laser beam is chopped at a frequency of approximately 5 Hz to produce the
visible light pulse. With the beam positioned 50mm from the center of rotation of the
chopper blade, the transition time of the chopper blade through the 1.5 mm diameter beam
is less than 1 msec. The pulsed laser beam is then expanded to a diameter of 50mm and
focused on the input window of the VERT. A single HgCdTe detector is focused on the
output window of the VERT and responds to the resulting pulsed thermal ER signal from the
VERTmembrane. The output voltage waveform produced by the detector is recorded on a
digital oscilloscope. From this recorded waveform, the 1/e point of the normalized
waveform is used to determine the on and off time constants for the VERT.
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3.6 Maximum Contrast Measurement Methodology
The maximum thermal contrast produced by the simulation system is a function of the
energy transmitted through the SLM. The SLM has a brightness control that allows the
user to vary the brightness (maximum transmission) and contrast (difference between
maximum and minimum transmission) of the device. SLM transmission measurements
were made using the test arrangement shown below to establish the optimum brightness









Figure 3- 10 Test arrangement formeasurement of the transmission through the SLM.
From these measurements, the optimum brightness
control setting was determined
that would yield the maximum transmission and
maximum contrast for the SLM. The
contrast ratio for the SLM was then measured at this
brightness control setting. This




The maximum thermal contrast of the simulation system was measured by operating
the simulation system as shown in Figure 3-1 at the optimal brightness setting. Initially, a
white video image (DC = 255) was input into the SLM and the output temperature of a
small area of the VERT was measured using the Inframetrics /Werner Frei viewing system
and the digital count to effective temperature calibration data. The same measurement was
made with a black video image (DC = 0) input to the SLM. The temperature difference
between these two images is themaximum thermal contrast that the simulation system can
produce. The same area of both images was used in the computation of the maximum
thermal contrast to eliminate the effects due to spatial differences in the input intensity
distribution.
3.7 Noise Equivalent Delta Temperature Measurement Methodology
TheNoise Equivalent Delta Temperature (NEAT) is an important measure of the
thermal resolution of the simulation system. In order to resolve a "grey
level"
transition in
the output thermal ER image, the "grey
level"
step must be larger than the NEAT of the
simulation system. As an example, if the maximum thermal contrast is
10
C and the
number of output "grey
levels"





change in output temperature. The NEAT of the simulation systemmust be less than
0.1
C or the individual "grey
level"
steps will not be resolvable.
The system used to measure the NEAT of the simulation systemmust itself have a
NEAT that is lower than that being measured. To determine the NEAT of the simulation
system, three different measuring devices were evaluated: (1) a Barnes Portable
Radiometric Thermometer, (2) a single IRAssociates HgCdTe detectorwith battery
powered amplification, and (3) the Inframetrics /Werner Frei viewing system. A
blackbody of known spatial and temporal stability was used to determine the NEAT of each
device. The device with the lowestmeasured NEAT was used to measure the NEAT of the
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simulation system.
While the performance testing procedures discussed above are an effective means of
establishing how well the simulation system performs, the output of the simulation system
is controlled by the synthetic image input to the SLM. This synthetic input image must
represent the various object and background radiances as properly scaled grey levels for
conversion to output thermal PR radiances. If this synthetic image is not correct, the output
from the self-emitting simulation system will not be appropriate regardless of how well the
simulation system passes the performance tests. This work does not address the creation
of the synthetic input image. However, a good review of the subject is presented by
Warnick, et al, 1990.
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4.0 Results
The self-emitting simulation systemwas evaluated with regard to the four
performance parameters presented in the preceding section, i.e., spatial resolution (MTF),
temporal response, maximum thermal contrast, and radiometric resolution (NEAT). The
results of the performance measurements are presented in this section. Also, the results of
the preliminary calibration measurements are presented.


































C + 1.9157 x 10'2(DC)
Figure 4-1 - Digital count (DC) to effective temperature conversion.
The conversion factor from digital count to temperature for the Inframetrics /Werner
Frei viewing system was determined by using the method detailed in Section 3.2. Figure
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4-1 shows a plot of effective temperature versus digital count for the viewing system at the
settings used for subsequent measurements. The linear regression performed on this data
provides the conversion factor of
0.019
C per digital count which is used in the evaluation
of the simulation systemMaximum Thermal Contrast (Section 4.3) andNEAT (Section
4.4).
Figure 4-2(a) shows the test edge image used in the evaluation of theMTF algorithm.
The image was a perfect edge blurred by convolving the image with a 7 x 7 kernel. The
theoreticalMTF for this blurred image should be a sine function that goes to zero at the 1/7
cycles/pixel. Figure 4-2(b) shows theMTF curve derived from this image and, as
expected, shows theMTF drops to zero at .0143, or 1/7.
Figure 4-3(a) shows a single video frame as digitized by the Inframetrics /Werner
Frei viewing system. This image contains a significant amount of random noise that, using
the method developed for this work, would have a detrimental effect onMTF calculations.
Investigations proved that the Inframetrics ER camera is the source of the noise. The video
link to and the digitization process of the PC basedWerner Frei system do not contribute to
this noise As suggested in the Inframetrics users manual, averaging 64 video frames
reduces the random noise by a factor equal to the square root of the number of frames
averaged, or 8 as shown in Figure 4-3(b). All images used to quantify the performance of
the simulation system were produced by averaging 64 video frames to reduce this random
noise to aminimum.
4.2 Modulation Transfer Function
TheModulation Transfer Function for the Inframetrics /Werner Frei viewing system,
the simulation system, and the VERT (Bly Cell) were calculated using themethod detailed
in Section 3.3. Figures 4-4 through 4-10 show the thermal IR edge image and resulting
MTF as calculated for each image.
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Figure 4-2(b) - MTF of test edge shown above.
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Figure 4-3(b) - Image of 64 video frames averaged to reduced random noise.
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Figure 4-4(a) - Image of vertical edge produced by the Inframetrics /Werner Frei
viewing system
0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7
lp/mm
Figure 4-4(b) - Vertical MTF of the Inframetrics /Werner Frei viewing system.
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Figure 4-5(a) - Image of horizontal edge produced by the Inframetrics /Werner Frei
viewing system
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lp/mm
Figure 4-5 (b) - Horizontal MTF of the Inframetrics /Werner Frei viewing system.
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Figure 4-6(a) - Image of vertical edge produced by the simulation system as seen by the
Inframetrics /Werner Frei viewing system
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Figure 4-6(b) - Vertical MTF of the simulation system as seen with the
Inframetrics /Werner Frei viewing system.
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Figure 4-7(a) - Image of horizontal edge produced by the simulation system as seen by the
Inframetrics /Werner Frei viewing system
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Figure 4-7(b) - HorizontalMTF of the simulation system as seen with the Inframetrics /
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Figure 4-8 - VerticalMTF of the simulation system after removal of the Inframetrics /
Werner Frei viewing systemMTF.
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Figure 4-9 - Horizontal MTF of the simulation system after removal of the Inframetrics /
Werner Frei viewing systemMTF.
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Figure 4-10(a) - Image of thermal IR edge produced by the VERT (Bly Cell) as seen by the
Inframetrics /Werner Frei viewing system.
With Inframetrics /Werner Frei
Without Inframetrics /Werner Frei
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Figure 4-10(b) - MTF of the VERT (Bly Cell) as seen with the Inframetrics /Werner Frei






Figure 4-1 1(a) - Theoretical average verticalMTF of the SLM.
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Figure 4-1 1(b) - Theoretical average horizontal MTF of the SLM.
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Figures 4-4 and 4-5 indicate that the spatial resolution of the Inframetrics /Werner
Frei System used to image the output image from the self-emitting simulation system is
0.50 lp/mm along the horizontal axis and 0.55 lp/mm along the vertical axis, both measured
at the halfpower point (MTF = 0.5). The data also indicates that the Inframetrics /Werner
Frei System has a zero modulation point of approximately 0.9 lp/mm. This is significantly
less than the theoreticalMTF which is based solely on the published PFOV and resampling
of theWerner Frei system. Three reasons have been identified for this discrepancy. First,
the system is difficult to focus accurately, resulting in a blurred output edge. Second, it is
extremely difficult to phase the interlacing of the two output video fields which also results
in a blurred output edge image. Third, the effects of the optical elements are not included in
the theoreticalMTF curve data, effects that would reduce the theoreticalMTF for the
Inframetrics /Werner Frei viewing system. These problems are discussed further in
Section 5.
Figures 4-6 and 4-7 shows the spatial Resolution of the self-emitting simulation
system, as seen through the Inframetrics /Werner Frei System is 0.33 lp/mm at the half
power point. Once the effects of the Inframetrics /Werner Frei System are removed, this
value increases to 0.45 lp/mm at the halfpower point with a zero modulation point of
approximately 0.7 lp/mm for the horizontal axis and approximately 0.9 lp/mm for the
vertical axis as indicated in Figure 4-8 and 4-9.
From Figure 4-10, the spatial resolution of the VIRT is shown to be 0.5 lp/mm at the
halfpower point with a zero modulation point of 0.8 lp/mm after removal of the
Inframetrics /Werner Frei System effects.
The MTF of the SLM could not be established by this method as it is significantly
higher than both the VIRT and the Inframetrics /Werner Frei viewing system. Elimination
of the effects of the Inframetrics /Werner Frei system and VERT from theMTF data for the
simulation system failed to yield meaningful results. However, the average theoretical
Nyquist limit of theMTF for the SLM was calculated as 2.06 lp/mm along the horizontal
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axis and 1.30 lp/mm along the vertical axis and theoreticalMTF curves are plotted
in Figure
4-11.
For the self-emitting simulation system to function as a test device, it should present a
spatial resolution greater that that of the sensor being tested. If a 64x64 array detector is
focused on a 50mm x 50mm image, the approximate size image produced by the simulation
system, the detector array theoreticalMTFwould have anMTF value of 0.637 at the
Nyquist limit of 0.64 lp/mm. This value is greater than the measuredMTF of the
simulation system and therefore fails to meet the stated criteria. However, the simulation
system has goodmodulation (approximately 0.4) at the detector Nyquist limit of 0.64
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Figure 4-12 - TheoreticalMTF of a 64 x 64 detector array for
a 50 mm x 50mm image.
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4.3 Temporal Response
The results of the measurement of the temporal response of the simulation system and
the components are shown in Table 4-1 below and in Appendix I. The simulation system
response is limited to the component with the largest time constant which, in this case, is
the VERT. Based on these measurements, the temporal response of the self-emitting
simulation system is adequate for real-time applications requiring video-rate (30 Hz) input.
Table 4-1
Results of temporal response measurements
TEME CONSTANT OF SLM On 7 mSec (142 Hz)
Off 15 mSec ( 67 Hz)
TIME CONSTANT OF VERT On 18 mSec ( 56 Hz)
Off 19mSec ( 53 Hz)
TIME CONSTANT OF SYSTEM On 18 mSec ( 56 Hz)
Off 19mSec ( 53 Hz)
4.4 Contrast
The contrast data for the self-emitting simulation system and components are listed in
Table 4-2 below. The maximum contrast of the SLM is determined by the brightness
setting of the LCTV. For this application,
the optimum setting at approximately 75% of the
brightness scale, providing maximum transmission for an input DC of 255 (white pixel)
and minimum transmission for an input DC of 0 (black pixel). This setting will produce
the maximum thermal contrast output from the VERT. The transmission of the SLM at this
setting is not linear over this range,
as shown in Figure 4-13. The input image must pass
through a Look-Up-Table (LUT) to achieve a linear digital count input to transmission
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output range for the SLM. This LUT reduces the number of even grey level steps from
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Figure 4-13 - SLM Transmission.
Themaximum thermal contrast of the system is limited due to the fact that the SLM is
a color LCTVwhose liquid crystal array is comprised of individual pixels that have either a
red, green, or blue filter attached. These filters cannot be removed. The laser source
produces energy in the blue-green wavelengths only, effectively eliminating the red pixels,
or one-third of the total pixels from transmitting energy to the VIRT. Also, the blue and
green filters reduce the SLM transmission, as does a blackmask around each pixel that is
used to increase the visual contrast when used as a TV. Figure 4-14 shows the relative
pixel size and spacing for the SLM. The measured transmission of the SLM was
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approximately 8% due to the color filters and the black mask around each pixel. Initial tests
indicate that the transmission would increase significantly (to the order of 30%) if the filters
and masking were not present, as in a B/W LCTV. Such a device would yield amaximum
thermal contrast of approximately
10
C if substituted into the simulation system. The
VERT was tested and demonstrated to be capable ofproducing at least twice that value.
|r1 |g| |b |r |g | B |r | g|
b| r| g| b] r| g| b|
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Figure 4-14 - SLM relative pixel size and spacing.
Table 4-2
Results of contrast measurements
1V1AXEMUM CONTRAST OF SLM 73:1
MAXIMUMNUMBER OFUNIFORM









CONTRAST OF VIRT (as reported by Bly, 1980)
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4.5 Noise Equivalent Delta Temperature
The NEAT for the simulation system was measured to be equal to or less than that of
the measuring system, the Inframetrics /Wemer Frei System, which had the smallest
measurable NEAT of the three methods attempted. Therefore, it was concluded that the
NEAT of the simulation system was equal to or less than
0.06
C, the NEAT of the














From the contrast data, theMaximum Thermal Contrast
(2.2
C) divided by the
maximum number ofUniform grey levels (111) yields approximately
0.02
C per grey
level. This is less than the measured NEAT of the system as limited by the Inframetrics /
Werner Frei System. If the NEAT of the Inframetrics /Werner Frei system
(0.06
C) is
used as the limiting value, then the maximum number of grey levels is reduced to 37.
It should be noted that these NEAT values are time-averaged values as the
Inframetrics /Werner Frei system contains significant random noise making absolute NEAT
measurements difficult. Time averaging reduces the random noise content of the image by
a factor equal to the square root of the number of image frames averaged. In this case, 64
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frames were averaged, improving the signal-to-noise ratio by a factor of 8. The NEAT of
the self-emitting simulation system for a single frame may be significantly higher than the
value quoted above.
4.6 Pictorial Results
Figures 4-15 through 4-16 represent pictorial results of the output of the self-emitting
simulation system. Figure 4-15 shows the thermal ER output for a tribar input of
decreasing size and spacing. The dark spot in each image is the reflection of the LN2
cooled detector from the Inframetrics ER camera on the Germanium output window of the
VERT. As the spacing decreases, the blurring of the tribar image increases as theMTF
curve for the self-emitting simulation system predicts. The smallest tribar image, as shown
in Figure 4-15(d), is still resolvable as its spatial frequency is below the Nyquist limit of
the self-emitting simulation system.
Also present in the images shown in Figure 4-15 are internal reflections from the
input window of the VERT. These reflections appear as ghosts, or light areas, on the left
side of each bright bar in the image. The input beam from the SLM appears to be reflecting
off of the membrane surface to the input pyrex window where it is reflected back to the
membrane surface. By rotating the VERT on the optical bench to the proper angle
(approximately 5 degrees), the ghost reflections can be eliminated
Figure 4-16 represents (a) the output of the system to (b) a binary input image (black
background and white object) of amobile missile transport. Due to the low maximum
thermal contrast generated by the self-emitting simulation system, no attempt was made to
record an output thermal IR image from an input image ofmultiple grey levels. However,
during operation of the system, a grey scale image was input to the simulation system and
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multiple gray levels were noted in the output thermal ER image. Also, the nonlinear




Figure 4-15 - Output image from self-emitting simulation system for input of a tribar target.
Tribars and spaces are (a) 10 mm, (b) 5 mm, (c) 2.5 mm and (d) 1.25 mm wide.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4-16 - Output of self-emitting simulation system for binary input of object
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5.0 Conclusions and Recommendations
vThe measurement of the simulation system's temporal response and radiometric
resolution (NEAT) shows the system to have very good performance for these parameters.
Themaximum thermal contrast measured is somewhat low, the limiting factor being the use
of a colorLCTV as the spatial lightmodulator. Substitution of a B/W LCTV, as discussed
below in the recommendations, should significantly increase themaximum thermal contrast
the system is capable of producing.
The measurement of theMTF of the simulation system and its components proved to
bemost difficult. There are several factors that work against both the production and
measurement of the edge images used to determine theMTF:
(1) Individual pixel addressability was not feasible on the SLM. This lead to ideal
edge images that were not precise, i.e., edge transition that occurred over several
pixels. This happens due to the fact that the ideal edge image is converted to a video
signal that is decoded in the SLM (LCTV) electronics as scan lines for the liquid crystal
array. There is no way to insure that the ideal edge falls precisely between two SLM
pixels or that the electronics are capable of generating such an output with any video
input ideal edge image. The effect is to blur the ideal edge image that the SLM is trying
to produce.
(2) Each horizontal line ofpixels is offset from adjacent lines of pixels providing for a
delta arrangement of individual red, green, blue pixels used to form a single image pixel
(see Figure 4-14). This results in a jagged vertical edge being produced by the SLM.
The MTF calculation algorithm developed average 20 adjacent horizontal output lines to
compute an average edge trace. These 20 output line represent 6 horizontal tines of the
SLM, each offset from the other as described above. Again, the effect is to blur the
ideal edge image that the SLM is trying to produce.
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The effect of these two phenomena is tomake the theoreticalMTFs for the SLM shown in
Figures 4-8 and 4-9 unattainable, the actual values being less than that shown.
(3) Formeasurement of the edge images, the Inframetrics /Werner Frei viewing
system produces output images of less than expected quality. This is shown in Figure
5-1 (for the horizontal scan direction only) as much reducedMTF as compared to the
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Figure 5-1 Theoretical versus measuredHorizontalMTF of the
Lnframetrics /Werner Frei Viewing System.
Three possible reasons were identified for this less than desirable performance. First,
the input optics of the Inframetrics produce a diffraction blur circle that is approximately
27Jim in diameter as computed for the lens F# of 1 with an average wavelength of 1 1
|im. This blur circle is larger than the detector, which is 20 |im on a side. The result is
to broaden the effective IFOV from the stated 2.4 mRad to 3.2 mRad which, in effect,
lowers theMTF. Second, the IR camera was very difficult to focus. The focussing is
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done electromechanically and results in a "best
focus"
that is either side of the true best
focus. This out-of-focus condition serves to lower the measurableMTF by producing
blurred output images. It is also possible that the camera was used within the close
focus limit as the average distance from the camera to the thermal edges was 6 inches.
This would also serve to blur the output edge images. Third, the phasing of the two
output video fields is electromechanically controlled and proved to be extremely
difficult to set accurately. This results in a possible jagged output vertical edge
resulting in a blurring of the output image of the vertical edge. This effectwould only
account for a reduction in theMTF for the horizontal scan direction since improper
phasingwould not affect the horizontal edge used for verticalMTF calculations, the
exact cause for the substantially less than idealMTF is not known but possibly a
combination of all of the above.
(4) The double resampling of the Inframetrics /Werner Frei viewing system appears to
help insure shift invariance but serves to also lower the viewing systemMTF. The
Nyquist frequency is set by the IR camera EFOV and the sampling/double resampling
reduces the theoreticalMTF at Nyquist from 0.637 to 0.496.
Regardless of the problems stated above, this effort has successfully demonstrated
the potential of the simulation system for laboratory testing of thermal PR imaging systems.
Specifically, the capability for generating real-time thermal ER scenes containing sufficient
spatial and radiometric resolution for evaluation of certain thermal ER array sensors was
demonstrated. While this method is presently limited to testing 64 x 64 array detectors,
simple improvements in system design could increase this to 128 x 128 array detectors with
more sophisticated spatial tightmodulators.
These successes were achieved on the initial proof-of-concept system. There is
considerable room for improvement. By characterizing the simulation system and its
components, areas for improvement are have been identified for future research
evaluations. Recommendations for improvement in the self-emitting simulation system
system include:
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(1) Convert the laser output beam intensity profile from gaussian to uniform before
input to SLM. The images generated by this system as presently designed contain this
gaussian intensity characteristic. The gaussian intensity profile should be changed to a
uniform intensity profile either during or immediately after source beam expansion .
Various techniques have been developed to accomplish this, such as computer
generated holographic filters (Han, 1983), aspheric lens (Rhodes, 1980), absorption
lens or apodizer (Ih, 1972), and interlaced binary diffraction gratings (Veldkamp,
1982). With the exception of the absorption lens, these methods are either extremely
complex or expensive. Originally the absorption lens method was investigated for this
work. This method has an extremely low transmission (30%) andwould significantly
reduce the already low thermal contrast output of the simulation system. Also, the
absorption filter originally purchased for use was not a true gaussian filter, but an
approximation to the extreme center of a gaussian beam that is nearly circular in
characteristic.
(2) Replace the color LCTV array used as the spatial tightmodulatorwith a liquid
crystal array without color filters to improve the transmission of the SLM. Significant
improvements should be realized in the maximum thermal contrast of the system.
Review of specifications for commercially produced consumer systems suggests that
thermal contrasts of
10
C ormore should be achievable. Spatial resolution should also
be improved by the additional pixels available for image generation. The use of
unfiltered liquid crystal arrays in video display systems has recently been announced by
various manufacturers (EEEE, 1989). Unlike the consumer LCTVs, such systems are
somewhat expensive ($5000 - 7000) and use multiple liquid crystal arrays with a large
source/optics display system.
(3) Cement antireflection coated optical flats to the SLM liquid crystal array in order to
improve the optical flatness and transmission through the SLM. Tai (1986) reported
that the use of high quality optical flats cemented to the glass faces of the liquid crystal
array greatly improves the optical flatness, eliminating the phase errors in the
transmission of tight through the array. While optical flatness is not essential for this
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work, the addition of optical flats would provide a means of adding an antireflection
coating to the SLM. In the present configuration, a significant amount of the laser
energy is reflected off the SLM transmission surfaces. Also antireflection coating
should be considered for the front window of the VIRT.
(4) Explore the possibility of improving the VIRT performance by replacing the
existing membrane/coating materials with other materials. Bly (1980) reported that
such improvements were feasible. Harris (1967) has shown that deposits from alloys
of gold and copper, nickel, or palladiumwould raise the maximum thermal limit to
above the decomposition temperature of the cellulose nitrate substrate. Spivack (1970)
has demonstrated amethod for producing a thin film ofParylene, a cross linked
polymer with a higher decomposition temperature. The combination of these two
improvements would yield a significantly improved VERT for use in the simulation
system.
(5) The SLM, in its presentmode, limits the maximum energy available to transmit to
the VERT. Efforts to increase the energy through the SLM resulted in a loss of twisted
nematic effect in the liquid crystal array due to absorption of incident energy being
converted to heat. This phenomenon will limit the overall systemmaximum thermal
contrast. Cooling of the SLM might increase the level of energy input to SLM before
failure. Also, cooling of the VERT (Bly Cell) may increase its useful AT. A
combination of these two modifications may provide significant improvement in
maximum thermal contrast.
(6) The addition of a relay lens between the SLM and VIRT would help focus the
visible wavelength image generated by the SLM onto themembrane of the VERT. In
the present configuration, the SLM is located as close as possible to the VIRT for
minimum image distortion. By adding the lens, theMTF of the simulation system
would show a slight improvement. Selection of the proper lens would allow a
magnification of the visible image and the full image area of the VERT could be utilized,
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providing improvement in simulator system performance.
(7) Develop a method to address each pixel of the SLM individually. This would
greatly enhance the spatial resolution (MTF) of the simulation system and provide for
the testing of larger detector arrays.
In summary, the baseline techniques developed and demonstrated here have proven
the concept of laboratory simulation of self-emitting thermal ER scenes. Several limitations
and proposed solutions have been identified which should significantly improve these
methods. Future efforts should be directed at attempting to build upon this work. The
analysis of the performance of this method for self-emitting thermal ER scene simulation
will allow future research to be directed at the trade-offs associated with othermethods,
such as electrically heated pixels (EHP). Future studies should address the same
performance parameters analyzed here to identify possible alternatives for future self-
emitting thermal ER scene simulation system designs.
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Wavelengths 457.9 514.5 nm
Output BeamDia. 1.5 mm at
1/e2
points
Nominal Power Output 5.00 Watts (MultilineMode)
2.00Watts @ 514.5 nm
0.40Watts @ 501.7 nm
0.60Watts @ 496.5 nm
1.50 Watts @ 488.0 nm
0.60Watts @ 476.5 nm
0.20 Watts @ 472.7 nm
0.15 Watts @ 465.8 nm
0.35Watts @ 457.9 nm
Cooling Requirement 2.2 Gal/Min@ 70 F
Dimensions 17.5"Wxl0.5"Hx22.0"D (Power Supply)
5.75"Wx3.62"Hx47.0"D (Head)
Weight 126 lbs (Power Supply)
98 lbs (Head)
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Plano-concave - 10 mm Focal Length
#30-9070
















Beam Expansion via Galilean Telescope Method
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6 AAA batteries or 9v AC adapter
1.5 watt




7.4 Appendix D VIRT Specification






























15 Deg. Vertical by 20 Deg. Horizontal
2 mRad 175 EFOV's Horizontal
Resampled to 256 Pixels /Line
2 mRad 130 EFOV's Vertical
Resampled to 200 Lines / Frame
7 bits - 128 Grey Levels
Imagelab
8 bits - 256 Grey Levels
512 Horizontal Pixels
480 Vertical Pixels
256 Inframetrics Pixels Resampled to
499Werner Frei Pixels (Horizontal)
200 Inframetrics Pixels Resampled to
408Werner Frei Pixels (Vertical)
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7.6 Appendix F Proof of Shift Invariance for the Inframetrics / Werner
Frei Viewing System
As stated in Section 3, theMTF is the modulus of the Optical Transfer Function
(OTF), which is the Fourier Transform of the system point spread function (psf). Implicit
in this is the assumption that the imaging system is both linear and shift-invariant. Shift-
invariancemeans that the location of the point source used to determine thepsfcan. be
chosen arbitrarilywithout effect on the resulting MTF calculation. If the shift-invariant
assumption is not valid, theMTF calculated from thepsfwill have location dependence.
As stated by Park (1984), the above approach to mTF analysis is not directly
applicable to many sampled imaging systems, e.g., electro-optical line scan and sensor
array devices, because sampling causes these systems to have a particular kind of local
shift-variance. In that work, the sampling area was larger than the point source input area
and shift-variance was overcome by averaging the output of all possible point source
inputs, producing an averagepsf for mTF analysis.
The Inframetrics /Werner Frei viewing system used to digitize the simulation system
output is an electro-optical line scan device and the question of shift-invariance arises.
Further compounding the problem is the fact that the sampled image output from the
Inframetrics IR camera is double resampled before the digitized for the final output (see
Appendix E). Before using this viewing system in conjunction with theMTF analysis,
shift-invariance must be established.
A computer model of a single line of output from the Inframetrics /Werner Frei
viewing system was
developed and the sampling / double resampling process simulated.
This simulation allows evaluation of the shift-variance characteristic of the system by
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varying the location of the edge trace to the sampling / double resampling of the model
viewing system. (The algorithm developed for the simulation is listed at the end of this
appendix). If the viewing system is shift-variant then theMTF derived from the edge trace
data will vary depending upon the image edge location.
The simulation algorithm increments the image of an edge across the model of the
single tine of sampled / double resampled output. The edge can be moved sub-sample size
increments to allow examination of the effects that small changes of edge location will have
on the resultingMTF calculation. Initial results indicated that the shape of theMTF curve
did not change, only theMTF values at specific spatial frequencies. To evaluate the
magnitude of this change, the simulation algorithm was modified to output theMTF value
at a single spatial frequency. That frequency was selected as the frequency that produced a
nominalMTF value of 0.5 (halfpower point) for an arbitrary edge. This single spatial
frequencyMTF value was the output for 220 incremental edge locations as the simulated
edge was moved across the model image output.
Analysis of the data shows that this single spatial frequencyMTF value varied by
only
+/- 3% for all edge locations simulated. Figure F-l below shows simulatedMTF
curves with
+/- 3% variation at the halfpower point. The variation in MTF value at this
spatial frequency was sinusoidal and is dependent on the sampling / double resampling
routine at the particular edge location. It was concluded that such a small variation in MTF






Figure F-l - SimulatedMTF curves indicating a
+/- 3% variation in values
at the half power point (MTF = 0.5).
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Integer* 4 I, J, K, L
Integer*4 Edge, Start, End
Integer* 4 KeyboardID, DisplaylD , Status
Real*4 Array (1000), Hold_Array (37)








































********* set up the edcre
**************************************
*
Do L = -150, 71
Edge = 381 - L
Start = Edge - 39
End = Edge +40




Do I = Start, End
Array (I)
=
Array (1-1) + 0.0125
EndDo









Do J = 1, 13
Suml = 0.
Do I = 1,57
Suml = Array (K+I) + Suml
EndDo
Avgl = Suml / 57.
Do I = 1, 57
Array (K+I) = Avgl
EndDo





Resample Number 2 - Inframetrics Resample ***************
K = 0
Do J = 1, 19
Sum2 = 0.
Do I = 1,39
Sum2 = Array (K+I) + Sum2
EndDo
Avg2 = Sum2 / 39.
Do I = 1, 39
Array (K+I) = Avg2
EndDo
K = K + 39
EndDo
*




Do J = 1, 37
Sum3 = 0.
Do I = 1,20
Sum3 = Array (K+I) + Sum3
EndDo
Avg3 = Sum3/ 20.
c Do I = 1, 20
c Array (K+I) = Avg3
c EndDo
Hold_Array(J) = Avg3
K = K + 20
EndDo
******** select 30 element edge trace for MTF calculation *********
*
Do I = 1, 228





500 Do I = -16, 16
Edge_Trace (I) = Hold_Array (Marker+I)
EndDo
*




Call Sub Tatian ( EdgeJTrace, Dx , MTF
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Write (6,*) 'Distance =',L, 'MTF =', MTF (10)





********* Terminate the program ***********************************
*
800 Write (6,*)





7.7 Appendix G Tatian's Method of Computing the MTF using a Sampled
Edge Trace
The Optical Transfer Function OTF can be determined from the tine spread function l(x)
by
OTF(f) = fl(x)ei2,frd*
The relationship between the edge trace e(x) and the tine spread function is given by
X





By applying the Fourier Transform derivative theorem, the OTF can be express as
OTF(f) = i2KfE(f)
where E(f) is the Fourier Transform of the edge trace e(x).
The above equation works well for continuous functions, but not very well for finite,
sampled functions. Tatian (1965) developed a method to calculate the OTF directly from
the sampled edge trace by approximating the exact Fourier Transforms follows:
If e(ne) represents a sampled edge trace, where n is the sample number and e is the





Since the normalized edge trace must go to zero at some point, N, and go to one at some






(The terms from - to N-l were eliminated from the summation since the value of the
edge trace is zero for those terms).
Separating the first term into its real and imaginary parts gives
M
TR(f) + iT/f) =
i2if^e(ne)ea^nz
n=N
and the real and imaginary parts of the OTF can be computed as
oo




OTF/f) = T/f) +27r/e] cos(-2Kfne)
n=M+l

























and can be combined to give the total OTF. TheMTF is computed by
MTF(f) = J(OTFR(f)f + (OTF/f)f
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7.8 Appendix H Algorithm for extracting the MTF of a 512 x 512 image












Author: James S. Warnick
Center for Imaging Science


























I, J, K, L
Array (20, 30), Array_Avg(30)
XI ,X2 ,Y1, Y2, Column, Row




ICurTyp, ICurlON, ICur20N, ICurlBlink
ICur2Blink
KeyboardID, DisplaylD, StartPt, TermChan
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Real* 4 Dx, F
Real*4 MTF (100)
Real*4 Edge_Trace(-16:16)
Logical*l BinMask(0: 511, 0: 511) , Exists
Data Cmrs / 1,2,4 /
Data Size / 512 /
Data Offset / 256, 128, 85, 64, 51, 43, 37, 32 /
Data Zoom / 4 /







********* Initialize the screen ************************************
*
Call Lib$Erase_Page(l,l)
Status = Ipi_InitScreen ( DisplaylD, KeyboardID,
* ' Image MTF Calculation
'
, 23 )





********* Attach the unit to the current process *******************
*
Status = Ipi_AttUnit( Unit )







Prompt user for the image name ***************************
*
60 Write (6,*)








If ( FilNaml .eq. ' ' ) GoTo 70
If ( FilNaml .eq. '*' ) Then
SearchName = ' * . PIX '
Call Catalog ( SearchName, FilNaml, IErr )
ICat = 1
Else
Do I = 1, 80
If ( FilNaml (1:1) .eq.
'*
) Then



















If ( Exists .eq. .FALSE. ) Then
Write (6,*)










Status = Ipi_SetPicOps ( PicOps )
If( .Not. Ipi_ErrorCheck (Status, 'Error Setting Picture Options'))
+ Goto 900
Status = Ipi_SetPicDimens ( PicOps, 512, 512 )
If ( .Not. Ipi_ErrorCheck (Status, 'Error Setting Pic Dimensions'))
+ Goto 900
Status = Ipi_OpenFile ( FileBlk, FilNaml )




Status = Ipi_CheckHeader ( FileBlk, PicOps )




Status = Ipi_DiskPic ( FileBlk, FilePtr, PicOps )
If ( .Not. Ipi_ErrorCheck ( Status, 'Error Attaching Disk File'))
+ Goto 900
Status = Ipi_PutPic( Unit, Cmrs, %Val ( FilePtr ), PicOps )





********* Draw box on screen and return coordinates ****************
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Write (6,*)
Write (6,*) 'Locate box on area from which to calculate
MTF1
Write (6,*)
Write (6,*) 'When box is in the desired location,
'
Write (6, *) 'strike <return> and then ENTER on
Joystick'
Call GetBox( Unit, 30, 20, XI, Yl, X2, Y2 )
********* Get DC of pixels in the box
****************************-^
*
Call Ipi_CloseFile ( FileBlk )













Row = 511 - Y2 + 1
Column = XI + 1
Do I = Row, Row + 19
Read (l,Rec=I,Err=700) RecBuf
Call Ipi_ExpandByte ( RecBuf, Line, 512 )
Do J = Column, Column +29
Array (L,K)
= Line (J)
K = K + 1
EndDo
K = 1




********* Tx\T^~K^irTa -t-V)} V\r\\r ira>-4-^ nal 1 tt x^/-w ^ o-i r\/-r~\ a aArra +- y^.r>c *******
*
Average the box vertically for a single edge trace
Call Sub_Average ( Array, Array_Avg )












Write (2,*) Array_Avg, XI, Yl, FilNaml
Close (2)
*
********* Normalize the edcie trace
*********************************
*
Call Sub_Normalize ( Array_Avg, Edge_Trace )
*
* ******************** MTF via Tatian's method
*****************
*




Call SubJTatian ( EdgeJTrace, Dx , MTF )













Do I = 1, 100
Write (6,*) 'F =',F, 'MTF =', MTF(I)
Write (3,*) F, MTF (I)








Write (6,*) 'END-OF-FILE reached before finished
reading'
800 Status = Ipi_DetUnit( Unit )






7.9 Appendix I Results of Temporal Response Measurements
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B. SLM Temporal Response - Off
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C. VIRT Temporal Response - On and Off
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